TRIBOS FACT SHEET
TRIBOS® FABRIC PROTECTION
Tribos Fabric Protector is a high performing hydrophobic barrier for interior vehicle fabrics and upholstery.
Engineered to resist most liquids and staining solids, Tribos Fabric Protection affords you extra time to clean
everyday spills and stop stains becoming permanent and damaging appearance.

By forming an invisible barrier, Tribos Fabric Protector repels water-based liquids such as soft drinks, tea and coffee
and helps protect against stains. The product does not alter the look, feel or breathability of the upholstery or
carpets.
Once the surface is cleaned, ensuring that the fabric is free from any moisture, dirt or contaminants, an even coating
of Tribos Fabric Protector is sprayed over the surface in horizontal lines. It is then allowed to dry and then the
product is reapplied in vertical lines to ensure total coverage.
The fabric is allowed to cure for a minimum of 2 hours leaving it stain resistant and looking better for longer.

For more information and to find your nearest stockist, please contact us:info@triboscoatings.com / +44 (0)1425 470850 / www.triboscoatings.com
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TRIBOS® Aftercare Guide and Warranty Information for Fabric Protector
Once our professional application team have applied the Fabric Protector, the aftercare process is
easy.
First 4 Hours
This is the curing period, and where possible we recommend that the treated surface is not touched or
disturbed so as to allow complete curing to take place.
Do not touch the treated surface
Keep the vehicle dry
Next 12 Months
Vacuum clean your upholstery regularly.
Important Tips and Advice
If a spillage occurs take care to mop up as soon as safely possible. The longer the delay the more a stain will
establish itself
Warranty Information
The product, when applied by our own trained personnel or anyone licensed to act on our behalf, on a surface
that is acceptable to us, and is maintained in accordance with our recommendations, will assist in delaying
spills from being absorbed into the upholstery fabric.
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